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 EXAMINERS COMMENTS

General

Candidates are expected to have knowledge of and understand the basic provisions of
the Patents Act 1977.  The syllabus lays out what Sections are most important for this
paper.  Candidates are not expected to have a detailed knowledge, not are they
expected to discuss issues of copyright, design right, or other intellectual property, nor
discuss aspects of foreign law, including European and PCT law.  Accordingly, marks
are awardable only for making points relevant to UK patent law.

Some questions expect just a discussion of the relevant provisions of the Patents Act,
although in some questions there will also be marks available for stating what
practical considerations you would also take into account.  For example, to restore a
lapsed patent, it is necessary to provide evidence showing that reasonable care was
taken to ensure that the renewal fee was paid on time.  The facts of the question might
even allow it to be stated what evidence might be provided, e.g. a copy of the
instructing letter to the person responsible for paying the fee, or an affidavit sworn by
the person who relied on an error in a document indicating that the fee had been paid
(these are not necessarily related to any question in the 2003 paper, but are stated as
examples).  This kind of information is much more important, in real life as well as in
answering this paper, than details of the exact time limit for filing a response to an
opposition to an application to correct an application, and details of the form that
needs to be used, for example.

It is critical to know the relevant legislation, and candidates who can paraphrase the
relevant law at appropriate points typically score fairly well.  However, it is more
important to have an understanding of what the law means, since otherwise it is easy
to answer questions wrongly.  One example where this was particularly prominent is
in question 1(c) of the 2003 paper.  Almost all of the candidates knew that a claim
could have more than one priority date, presumably because this is written in statute.
However, few candidates seem to have thought about how this might occur, and many
guessed (wrongly) in what circumstances this might happen.  Only those candidates
that had taken the time to think about and understand the statutory provision could
correctly state that a claim including alternatives, with the alternatives having
different dates, could have more than one priority date.

Q1

a) Most answers failed to say what a priority date was.  The phrase from Section
5(2)(a) “supported by matter disclosed in the earlier application” was
expected.  This issue is particularly important because the state of art
determined with respect to priority date.
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b) Many candidates mistakenly discussed divisional and replacement
applications, but these are afforded the filing date of the application from
which they are derived, so are not relevant to this question.  The answer
concerns occasions when the 12 month anniversary falls on a day when the
Patent Office is closed.  Wrongly, some thought that the late filed drawings
provisions of Rule 2.3 could allow you to circumvent the provisions of
Section 5(2).

c) Many candidates failed to explain the circumstances, which is what the
question asked for, although most were aware (by S.125(2)) that a claim could
have 2 dates.  Many incorrectly discussed a claim having feature combinations
not found in a priority application.  See also the general comments above.

d) This required a discussion of when certified copies and any verified
translations needed to be filed.  Marks were awarded for mention of possible
extensions of time.

Q2 The Examiners were disappointed at the extent of candidates’ ignorance of
the law surrounding unity of invention.  Section 17(6) and (7) and Rule 32 are
clear as to the requirements for there being unity, and for a further search to
be carried out.  Rule 102 deals with refunds of search fees paid in connection
with divisional applications.

It is important to be able to determine whether or not two claims are not
linked to form a single inventive concept, especially considering the
consequences with regard to the costs of additional searches and divisional
applications.

Q3. Some candidates were confused as to whether formal drawings (if needed)
and an abstract were required before a search report could be issued.  The
request referred to formal requirements, so novelty and inventive step did not
need discussing.  A number of candidates thought that a grant fee was payable
before grant.  Mention of the statement of inventorship was expected if the
applicant(s) were not the inventors.  Many candidates overlooked the
requirements for a filing date, which would need to be met before an
application could be searched.

Q4 This was a straightforward question that allowed candidates to write all their
relevant knowledge surrounding a particular topic, in this case licenses of
right.  Marks were awardable for discussing the basic provisions, and also for
mention of what is opposable and on what grounds, and what is published in
the journal.  Marks were not awarded for detailing the exact opposition
procedure, since the Examiners do not consider this to be so relevant as other
issues which could be discussed.  The question required a discussion of what
disadvantages there might be, which gave candidates an opportunity to show
that they understood what the effects of the provisions are.
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Q5 A self-explanatory question, relating to the prior art effect of European and
PCT applications.  To what extent a published patent document is useable
against a UK patent or patent application is a very important issue, but this
question was not generally well answered.   Candidates were expected to know
that the UK designation fee has to be paid on an EP application for it to be
prior art under Section 2(3), and that a PCT application has to enter the UK
national phase for it to be prior art under that Section.

Q6 This question called for a discussion of the late payment of renewal fees,
restoration and a brief attention to the question of whether there was
infringement.   Marks were awarded for discussing the circumstances under
which the competitor may have obtained third party rights, and the extent of
those rights.  Most candidates failed to give due weight to the importance of
evidence in restoration proceedings.  Licenses of right, compulsory licenses,
prior user rights and threats were not issues which needed addressing, and
many candidates wasted time needlessly reproducing their knowledge on these
topics.

Q7 Candidates were required to describe the relevant law in terms suitable for
consumption by a lay client.  Some candidates needlessly discussed time limits
for divisional applications, but generally the question was answered well.  A
mention of requirements for prior art and priority applications to include
enabling discourses in order to be effective was expected for part d).

Q8 A discussion of the main facts, arguments and precedents surrounding two
cases was sought.  Most of the candidates discussed Catnic or Improver
capably, but the other cases were generally badly addressed.   Sitters of this
paper are expected to have read and understood a handful of cases which
have set important precedents.  House of Lords and Court of Appeal
decisions are particularly important, and these are often the easiest to read.

Q9 This was another question that allowed candidates to write all their relevant
knowledge, in this case on the topics of amendment and correction.  The
Patents Act and Rules treat these issues separately, but it seems that some
candidates are confused as to the differences, especially as to what can be
amended or corrected and under what circumstances.


